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Panel 1: How can we move the dialogue forward?
!

Simon Puleston Jones!
Chief Executive Officer, FIA Europe!
(Moderator)!

jigsaw that we are creating as we
move towards the end of this decade,”
he said. He sees the way ahead as

In his introduction, Mr Puleston Jones

both fixing the challenges of the last

gave a brief historical overview of US-

crisis, as well as helping avoid the next

EU dialogue on financial regulation.

crisis.!

He said that it has been extensive over
the years, but pointed out that one of

Dr Kay Swinburne!
!
Member
of the European Parliament!

the challenges is that no single body

!

exists that is responsible for the

Dr Swinburne gave a short overview of

creation and enforcement of global

the extensive progress made on

regulation. Nor is there a body capable

regulatory dialogue since 2009, stating

of acting as an international referee for

that the pace of change has been

disputes. He suggested that as we

phenomenal since the crisis. However,

move towards 2020 the industry

many of these major changes still

perspective is to have a broad vision

need to be bedded in, and there are

of what the US and European rule-

major challenges on the horizon. One

writers would like the start of the next

of these is the fact that the

decade to look like when it comes to

composition of the European

financial regulation. “We also need to

Parliament is now significantly different

understand clearly – as we work

from the past five years, with a

through implementing each part of the

different membership and balance of

G20 commitments – exactly where any

power. “There is going to be much

given piece of regulation fits in to the!

more of the grand coalition style of!

!
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politics coming into play,” she

world’s transactions, so what is

remarked, adding that “it will be much

decided together is of vital importance

more consensual.” There will also be a

to the whole world. !

new Commission and Dr Swinburne

However, this will not always be the

said it will be interesting to see what

case, with increasing competition –

the new Commissioner’s priorities are.

particularly from Asia. He agreed with

She also thinks that the Transatlantic

Dr Swinbourne that huge progress has

Trade and Investment Partnership

been made in designing the G20

(TTIP) does not have universal

agenda, and stressed the continuing

a c c e p t a n c e

a m o n g s t

importance of dialogue to understand

Parliamentarians, and suggested that

and trust each other, especially as

it will be fundamental to really

both sides share the same concerns.

understand the issues surrounding

The focus now must be on

TTIP and people’s concerns with it.

implementation on the ground by the

Finally, she called for consistency in

supervisory authorities of the 41

data and messaging across the many

pieces of legislation. Mr Guersent has

committees that are at the heart of

little doubt that implementation will

discussions on financial regulation.!

also mean spotting and solving

!

problems that will inevitably arise.

!
Olivier
Guersent!
Deputy
Director General, DG MARKT, !
!
European Commission!

“Implementation is a huge

!

market and the supervisors,” he said.

Opening with a few statistics, Mr

Mr Guersent also called for

Guersent pointed out that the US and

international consistency, particularly

EU together account for 80% of the!

in the area of effective supervision. !

responsibility and a challenge for the
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Both regions have decided on a

role of trade repositories, and then

system based on equivalence, and no-

recapped some of the key lessons

one wants to compromise on the level

learned with regard to market

of protection of national legislation.!

transparency. Finally he discussed

!

how the evolution of jurisdictional

Larry
Thompson!
!
Managing Director & General Counsel,!
!DTCC !

reporting mandates have complicated

!

transparency that was envisaged by

“Dialogue

among

efforts to achieve the level of market

fi n a n c i a l

the G20. Mr Thompson identified

stakeholders has and always will be a

additional complexities that in some

crucial part of our efforts to build a

cases have made it difficult for market

harmonised and efficient regulatory

participants to efficiently satisfy their

environment,” was Mr Thompson’s

reporting obligations. These include

opening comment. “There is a

regulatory nationalism, shifting

collective understanding that in today’s

compliance dates, jurisdiction-specific

world, regulation is more effective if it’s

infrastructure requirement, and the

based on dialogue, trust and

overall impact of commercialisation of

collaboration on internationally agreed

the trade repository function.!

standards.” He went on to say that
unique challenges have to be faced
during the implementation of the new
financial rules within the context of the
G20 commitments. This involves
sharing perspectives and finding
common solutions. His talk focused on
three topics. Firstly he discussed the!
!
!
!
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Panel
discussion

be minimised.!

!

A further question was about the

“How can the regulatory uncertainties

European Parliament’s view on

that come from disparity between

equivalence, which was answered by

regimes be reduced?” was Mr

Dr Swinburne: “It’s important not to get

Puleston Jones’ first question to the

bogged down in the terminology,

panel. Dr Swinburne pointed out that

because it’s not the terminology that

having the right data is essential for

matters, it’s the outcome; what we are

good legislation, along with a forward

trying to achieve.” She went on to

planning strategy so that G20 can

point out that it’s the role of ongoing

keep up the momentum. !

regulatory dialogue to sort out these

A question on cross-border challenges

terminological challenges, by

was answered by Mr Thompson, who

establishing in advance the

said that the Legal Entity Identifier

fundamentals to be achieved. !

(LEI) was of critical importance to get

A member of the audience asked how

transparency into the marketplace and

comparable are the outcomes

achieve a common understanding of

between the US and Europe when

legal entities. He also pointed out that

there is a huge difference in the nature

getting the legislation right first time is

of the two markets. Mr Guersent

critical, because undoing a technical

pointed out that there is nothing pure

mistake is a lengthy and complicated

about standards, and given the

process. So he emphasised the

different market structures it’s vital to

importance of getting the reporting

find a standard that is both satisfactory

correct and using the best data

from a financial stability perspective

available, so that the number of

and which does not favour a particular

mistakes during implementation can!

way of conducting business.!

!
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Panel 2: Bilateral vs multilateral dialogue

!
!

Ignacio Garcia Bercero!
Director, DG TRADE, European !
Commission, EU Chief Negotiator, !
TTIP - Transatlantic Trade & !
Investment Partnership!
(Keynote speaker)!
Mr Garcia Bercero presented the

described the five tools being used to
achieve these objectives. These are
substantial consultations; institutional
mechanisms to carry out assessments
of proposed regulations; a clear
commitment by both sides to examine

objectives of the Transatlantic Trade

possibilities for equivalency based on

and Investment Partnership (TTIP).

outcomes; an institutional mechanism

Firstly, to ensure that when regulators
from both sides of the Atlantic consider
new regulations, they explore all

that favours close cooperation
between regulators; and a regulatory
council to ensure implementation and

possible options to achieve

development of the regulators’ remit.

compatibility – such as mutual

Mr Garcia Bercero stressed the

recognition, equivalence or

importance of close stakeholder

harmonisation of regulations.

consultation in all the work being done

Secondly, to ensure that regulators

in TTIP. He hopes that by September

cooperate optimally in international

negotiations will have reached the

organisations and settings, as they

stage where both sides have put their

have a responsibility to develop

own proposals on the table and

international regulations rather than

progress can be made as to how these

focus on their own domestic

can be merged.!

standpoint. Thirdly, to prevent any kind

!

of weakening or compromise of
national protection levels. He then!

________________________
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Paulina Dejmek-Hack !
Deputy Head of Cabinet of !
Commissioner Michel Barnier, DG!
MARKT, European Commission!

purely on dialogue has its inevitable
limitations.” Her final remark was that
more than just dialogue is needed.
Cooperation based on a thorough

Ms Dejmek-Hack looked at the issue

understanding of each other’s rules is

of bilateral versus multilateral dialogue

required. This also involves building

from a global standpoint, and how both

and demonstrating trust, as well as

views are complementary and

establishing a network of cooperation

essential. She considers the G20 is an

which is based on mutual recognition

excellent example of multilateral

and very importantly mutual trust

exchange and dialogue and a useful

between different countries.!

international forum where very many

!

important issues are discussed and

Karel
Lannoo !
!
Chief Executive Officer, CEPS – !
!
Centre
for European Policy Studies!

policy implementations are agreed.
“But we also need to go beyond pure

!

discussion and dialogue,” she said.

Mr Lannoo is keen to see financial

“We need to try to have global

services included in TTIP. He sees the

standards, making sure that the rules

most important issue in US-EU

actually work together, that they are

dialogue is the markets. Banking for

convergent, compatible and that we

example, is essentially an issue for

don’t create regulatory arbitrage

Europe and the US, with 65% of total

between different markets.” She also

banking assets. The EU and US

believes that practical tools are

control around 80% of the OTC

needed, to solve problems when they

derivatives market and 90% of the

arise: “This is where a concept based !

rating market. The main centres of !
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hedge funds are London and Wall
Street. “This is why financial services
should be part of TTIP; we have to
show that in these areas we have
developed what we have agreed in
G20,” said Mr Lannoo. “If you exclude
financial services from TTIP this will
lead to a separate structure which may
not be fully transparent.” He also
pointed out that financial services are
already included in the important trade
agreements between the EU and
South Korea, Singapore and Canada.
Mr Lannoo said that including financial
services in the dialogue will also
provide a structure for dispute
settlement. As to whether standards
will decline, as consumer groups both
in Europe and the US fear, Mr Lannoo
does not think this will happen. !
!

John Cooke !
Chairman of TheCityUK's Liberalisation !
!of Trade in Services Committee!
!
“All forms of regulatory dialogue need
to be disciplined, transparent, timely,
accountable and problem-solving,”
said Mr Cooke. “By meeting these
requirements TTIP is the right forum
for financial regulation dialogue.”
However, he does not see regulatory
dialogue being taken away from the
regulators on either side of the
Atlantic, nor being put in the hands of
trade negotiators. Nor is TTIP an
undermining of Dodd-Frank: “The
whole point is to look forward and
improve the future of dialogue and
problem-solving, not to look into past
issues.” He had some reservations
about current financial regulatory
dialogue. It was set up before the

!

crisis, which raises questions as to its

!

terms of reference and methods of
approach. Moreover, it meets only

________________________

intermittently; it may not be equal to!
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!
!

A member of the audience asked the

other issues. This does not mean

panel if they thought the new

however that structures cannot be

European political environment is less

improved, particularly in the light of a

favourable to TTIP than the previous

constantly changing world. !

mandate. Mr Garcia Bercero said it

Mr Puleston Jones asked what options

has very strong support from Member

would be available for strengthening

States and in the European

the argument to include financial

Parliament, although he recognised

services in TTIP. Mr Lannoo considers

that there will be parties in Parliament

it important to reinforce the regulatory

who are opposed to TTIP. “However,

framework and apply what has been

there is still a very solid majority in

agreed. A question raised from the

favour of TTIP and there is no reason

floor concerned whether different

to consider any wavering of

regulators will operate on a “give and

commitment from the European side to

take” kind of relationship between the

these negotiations.”!

different sectors (e.g. car safety and

Another question was about the link

beef) or will they be completely

between DG Trade and DG Markt and

isolated? Mr Garcia Bercero said that

whether this is working on a daily

what is of over-riding importance

basis in respect to trade negotiations.

among regulators is a strong political

Ms Dejmek-Hack reassured the

commitment to achieve results. He

questioner that there is a very close

said that regulators on both sides need

basis in respect to trade negotiations.

to be reassured that what is decided is !

Ms Dejmek-Hack reassured the

fully justifiable from their point of view

questioner that there is a very close

in regard to the regulatory objectives

and good cooperation between the two

being pursued. !

entities on financial regulatory and !

!
!
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